
24 July 1957

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

Subject: Contact with AECASSOWARY 2 on Monday, 22 July 1957

1. CL,	_:Icontacted AECASSOWARY 2 by
phone durilg the week of 15-19 July 1957 and scheduled a meeting
for Monday, 22 July 1957 for the purpose of introducing the under-
signed to the members of the Prolog Associates in New York.

2. At 1300 hrs, Monday July 22, the undersigned met
at the offices of the Prolog Associates and was

Citroduced by him to AECASSOWARY 2. The latter was told that
the undquigned would not take over the PP guidance from(
CI_	 __Plat would merely serve as an administrative coordinator
for all the projects utilizing personnel from Prolog Associates
and at the same time take over the LDIMPROVE guidance. AECASSOIARY
2 was told that	 1 would continue to meet with the
group for PP guidance until-rugust or early September when his
replacement would be introduced.

3. After these preliminaries, AECASSOWARY 2 took the
undersigned on a tour of the Prolog Associates' offices and
introduced him to the other members of the group, at the same time
describing their duties and responsibilities. The roam utilized
for preparation of broadcasts is definitely inadequate for efficient
operation and for adequate storage of valuable recording equipment..
Besides, the room is very poorly ventilated and becomes unbearably
hot after a few minutes.

4. The possibility of air-conditioning the broadcasting room
as well as some of the other rooms was brought up. AECASSOWARY 2
stated that Prolog Associates had purchased some air-conditioning
units from a liquidated IO project but that due to inadequate wiring
in the building, they were unable to utilize them. He asked the
undersigned to learn the name of the dealer Where the units had
been purchased so that they could return or ethhange them. The
undersigned promised to investigate this matter,

5. The rest of the meeting was devoted to a discussion of
AERODYNAMIC problems, primarily in reference to the Tuestionaire
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prepared by the undersigned asking AECASSOWARY 2 to review the
political background and present potential of aP/UHVR and OUNz
and to outline the psychological warfare potential of Prolog
Associates, as he envisioned it. A copy of this questionaire
is attached. Subject stated that all but a few questions had
answered and that the final draft was being translated and would
be relayed at the earliest possible moment.

6. The meeting was terminated at 1630 hrs and another
meeting was scheduled for Tuesday, July 23, 1957 at 1300 hrs.
for a discussion of the financial aspects of the New Revised
Administrative Plan in conjunction ,17P‹. 	 23of the
Office of the Comptroller and witht,_
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QITESTIONAIRE 

A. Political Potential:

1. Give a realistic review of the political potential of the ZP/UHVR
including the following points:

a) Present political views in relation to the emigration and the
ZP/UHVR political aims for a future Ukrainian state.

b) Realistic estimate (in numbers) of the actual political support
of the ZP/UHVR among the emigration.

c) Estimate of political support of the ZP/UHVR from other Ukrainian
emigre political groups.

d) Background information on the genesis of the UHVR and its support
among the population of the Ukrainian SSR from 1945 to 1957.

e) Summary of the actual contacts of the internal UHVR and the
ZPATIIVR during the period from 1945 to 1957.

f) Realistic estimate of the reaction of the Ukrainian SSR population
to the political views of the ZP/UHVR as contrasted with their
reaction to the political views of UNRada, OUN/Bandera, Hetmanites,
and ZdIWOUN. (Quote any substantiating data from personal letters,
broadcasts, or reports from recent defectors).

2. Trace the political development of OUN from its origin to its present
form, including the following points:

a) Present political views of OUNz in relation to the Ukrainian
emigration, and its political aims for a future Ukrainian state.

b) Realistic estimate (in numbers) of the actual political support of
the OUNz among the emigration.

c) The political relationship between ZP/UHVR and OUNz.

d) Summary of the actual contacts of the internal OUN and the OUNz
during the period from 1945 to 1957.

e) Realistic estimate of the reactions of the population of the
Ukrainian SSR to the political views of the OUN z as contrasted to
their reactions to the political views of UNRada, OUN/Bandera,
Hetmanites, and Z/UHVR.


